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1 Introduction to the problem

This report presents a branch and bound algorithm for the 0-1 knapsack problem. This
problem arises in various industrial situations, such as capital budgeting, cargo loading,
and cutting stock. It consists of selecting from a finite collection of indivisible objects a
subcollection, which maximises a linear function subject to a linear inequality constraint.
The mathematical formulation of the problem is as follows:
Given a set of n items and a knapsack; with

pj = profit of item j,

wj = weight of item j,

c = capacity of the knapsack,

select a subset of the items so as to

maximise

n∑
j=1

pjxj (1)

subject to
n∑

j=1

wjxj ≤ c, (2)

xj = 0 or 1, j ∈ N = {1, . . . , n},

xj =

{
1 if item j is selcted;

0 otherwise.

The problem is unfortunately NP-hard, therefore cannot be solved in a time bounded by a
polynomial in n, unless P = NP. However, it does admit a pseudo-polynomial algorithm
i.e. an algorithm whose time (and space) complexity is bounded by a polynomial in n and c.
It has been studied intensively over the past few decades and many exact and approximate
algorithms for its solution can be found in literature. The approach used in this report to
find the solution is a branch-and-bound algorithm. This algorithm proceeds by repeatedly
partitioning the class of all feasible solutions into smaller and smaller subclasses in such a
way that ultimately an optimal solution is obtained. The branch-and-bound approach was
presented by [Kolesar, 1967] and consisted of a highest-first binary branching scheme which:
(a) at each node, selects the not-yet-fixed item j having the maximum profit per unit weight,
generating two descendent nodes by fixing Xj to 1 and 0 respectively; and (b) continues
the search from the feasible node for which the value of upper bound U1 is a maximum.
This upper bound, U1, will be discussed later in the report. [Horowitz and Sahni, 1974] later
developed a depth-first algorithm in which: (a) selection of the branching variable Xj is the
same as in Kolesar; (b) the search continues from the node associated with the insertion of
item j (condition Xj = 1), i.e. following a greedy strategy. The Horowitz-Sahni algorithm is
the most effective, structured and easy to implement algorithm and thus this is the algorithm
used to solve the 0-1 knapsack problem in this report.
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2 Methodology to solve the problem using the Horowitz-Sahni
algorithm

2.1 Assumptions and notation

Assume, without any loss of generality, that:

pj , wj and c are positive integers,
n∑

j=1

wj > c,

wj ≤ c for j ∈ N.

and that the items are ordered according to decreasing values of the profit per unit weight,
i.e. so that

p1
w1
≥ p2
w2
≥ . . . ≥ pn

wn
. (3)

Notation used are as follows

x̂j = current solution,

ẑ = current solution value =
n∑

j=1

pj x̂j ,

ĉ = current residual capacity = c−
n∑

j=1

wj x̂j ,

xj = best solution so far,

z = value of the best solution so far =

n∑
j=1

pjxj .

Here is a running example that will be used throughout the explanation of the algorithm, it
is the 4.knp case from the instances:

wj vj
Item 1(j=1) 4 12
Item 2(j=2) 5 10
Item 3(j=3) 6 12
Item 4(j=4) 4 8

with n = 4 items and a maximum capacity of c = 15. Figure 1 below shows the decision tree
for the 4.knp procedure, this will be referenced during the algorithm outline.

2.2 Branching rules

STEP 1 consists of initialising the current solution value equal to 0, the current residual
capacity equal to the total capacity, and the current solution of items to take to the 0 vector
of length n.
STEP 2 is the computation of the initial upper bound u. With j = 1, we firstly find the
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0

ĉ = 15

u = 34

1

ĉ = 11

ẑ = 12

7u = 30

2

ĉ = 6

ẑ = 22

6u = 20

3

ĉ = 0

ẑ = 34

5u = 8

4

z = 34

x = (1, 1, 1, 0)

x̂1 = 1 x̂1 = 0

x̂2 = 1 x̂2 = 0

x̂3 = 1 x̂3 = 0

x̂4 = 0

Figure 1: Decision-tree for the 4.knp example

critical item r = min{i :
∑i

k=j wk > ĉ}, that is, after consecutively inserting items into the
knapsack, r is the first item that does no longer fit the current residual capacity. In the above
example r = 2 because w1 + w2 = 9 > 8 = ĉ. Thus it is the second item that does not fit in
the knapsack. When we have our value r, we can then compute the upper bound u. That is

u =

r−1∑
k=j

pk +

(ĉ−
r−1∑
k=j

wk)pr/wr


where bac denotes the largest integer not greater than a. An explanation of the validity of
this upper bound and further details will be found in the ’Bounding rules’ section. In the

above example we have u = 10 +
⌊
(8−3)(12)

6

⌋
= 20.

STEP 3 is the forward move. Forward moves consist of inserting the largest possible set of
new consecutive items into the current solution. That is, starting with the first item (making
X̂1 = 1), so long as the weight of the item is less that or equal to the current residual capacity
ĉ, you add the item into the current solution (i.e. make X̂j = 1) and update ĉ to ĉ = ĉ− wj
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and ẑ = ẑ+ pj . Whenever a forward move is exhausted, the upper bound u corresponding to
the current solution is computed and compared with the best solution so far (i.e. checking
whether z ≥ ẑ + u) in order to decide whether further forward moves could lead to a better
one; if so a new forward move is performed. When the last item has been considered, the
current solution is complete and updating of the best solution so far occurs.; that is setting
z = ẑ and x = x̂. In reference to the 4.knp example, as you can see from the decision tree,
the left hand side of nodes 0 through to 4 consists of the forward moves, where at each node
a new item is added to the current solution. In this case, forward moves occurred all the way
until the last item to be considered, hence at node 4 the current solution is complete with
x = (1, 1, 1, 0) and z = 34.
STEP 4 is the backtrack. When the forward move is exhausted and the upper bound
u corresponding to the current solution reveals no further forward moves will improve the
best solution so far, backtracking occurs. A backtrack move consists of removing the last
inserted item from the current solution. That is, you find i = max{k < n : x̂k = 1} and
track back to it setting x̂i = 0. In the 4.knp example, after the best solution so far was
found, backtracking occurred to node 2 (the place where x̂3 entered the knapsack). Here,
x̂3 is removed from the knapsack forming the new node 5. u is computed with respect to
j = 4 = (i+ 1) to test whether further forward moves need to occur. In this case they don’t
since u+ ẑ = 8 + 22 = 30 < 34 = z; thus continue backtracking. The algorithm stops when
no further backtracking can be performed, that is when you have backtracked all the way to
the top of the decision tree where x̂ is all 0.

2.3 Bounding rules

When we defined the problem in the introduction, we stated that xj = 0 or 1, j =
{1, . . . , n}. However, to form our upper bound U1, we replace this condition with 0 ≤ xj ≤
1, j = {1 . . . n}; i.e. continuous relaxation. Supposing that the items are ordered according
to (3), we use the critical item r = min{i :

∑i
k=j wk > ĉ} to find U1. Dantzig (1957) proved

that the optimal solution x̄ is obtained by finding the r that satisfies

r−1∑
j=1

wj ≤ c <
r∑

j=1

wj

and defining x̄j = 1 for j = 1, . . . , r − 1 and x̄j = 0 for j = r, . . . , n; where x̂r = (c −∑r−1
j=1 wj)/wr. Due to the integrality of pj and xj it follows that a valid upper bound is

U1 =

r−1∑
j=1

pj + bprx̄rc

a graphical proof of this can be found in [Dantzig, 1957]. For any instance, the worst case
performance ratio of this upper bound is ρ(U1) = 2, meaning that U1/z < 2. This is easily
proved by observing that U1 <

∑r−1
j=1 pj + pr.

To think about the maximum cardinality of the upper bound, let C(x) =
∑n

j=1 xj denote the
cardinality of a solution x and suppose K is known where C(x) ≤ K in any optimal solution x.
A valid value for K can be determined by finding the minimum value such that the sum of the
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K+1 items of the smallest weights exceeds the capacity, i.e. K = min{h :
∑h

j=1wd(j) > c}−1
where wd(j) ≤ wd(j+1) for j = 1, . . . , n− 1.

In a maximization problem, a lower bound on the optimal solution is provided by any feasible
solution, since if z is the value (or profit) of a feasible solution, the optimal solution, z̄ ≥ z.
They are used to check whether or not further forward moves could improve the current
solution. In the 4.knp example, the lower bound of z = 34 was found at node 4. In this case,
the lower bound is actually equal to the U1 value hence this is actually the optimal profit
value for the knapsack.

3 Brief analysis of the results

The results of the computation of the different instances provided were as follows: instances
4 through to pisinger 0 all took less than a second to compute, pisinger 3 took around 13
minutes to compute, and finally pisinger 2 and 4 didn’t finish in a reasonable amount of
reasonable time. The reason behind this could be due to the correlation between the weights
and profits of the instances. Uncorrelated and weakly correlated instances are easily solved
by the algorithm, however strongly correlated instances are very difficult to solve unless the
value of n and c is small. The plots below show the correlation between weights and values
in the 4096 case and the pisinger 3 case.

(a) 4096 instance (b) pisinger 3 instance

The value for n is very similar in both these instances however pisinger 3 takes a lot more
time to solve. The plots show that the weights and values are weakly correlated in the 4096
case and strongly correlated in the pisinger 3 case; supporting the claim that correlation is a
factor in the time it takes to solve the knapsack problem.
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